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Abstract: Weakly efficient points of a mapping F : S~y are
characterized, where the feasible set S is given by infinitely
many constraints, and Y is equipped with an arbitrary convex
ordering. In the linear and in the convex case a necessary and
sufficient condition is given, which needs no constraint quali-
fication.
Zusammenfassung: Es werden schwach effiziente Punkte einer Ab-
bildung F : S ~ Y charakterisiert, wobei der zulässige Bereich S
durch unendlich viele Restriktionen bestimmt wird und Y mit
einem beliebigen konvexen Ordnungskegel versehen ist. Im linea-
ren und im konvexen Fall wird eine notwendige und hinreichende
Bedingung angegeben, die keine Regularitätsvoraussetzung benö-
tigt.
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1. Introduction
Recently B.Brosowski [3] has given characterization theorems for weakly
efficient points (sometimes called weak Pareto-points) of a mapping
F : S -+ }Rm, if S, the feasible set, is described by infinitely many con-
straints, and if }Rm, the range space of the mapping F, is provided with
its natural ordering. In what follows we extend these results to mappings
into a linear topological space provided with an arbitrary convex ordering.
Also instead of differentiable mappings we consider mappings which admit
convex approximants. Two types of conditions are considered. The first one,
which concerns inconsistency of a system of strict inequalities, reduces,
if F is scalar-valued, to a certain generalization of Kolmogorov's criterion
which has been described in [6 , p. 163] and, for convex approximants, in
[2], [1 , p.291]. The second type of conditions involves Lagrange multi-
pliers. Here passing from linear to convex approximants is made possible
through the use of Helly's theorem. In each case the corresponding results
of [3 ] can be obtained readily by specialization. We conclude with a neces-
sary and sufficient condition which, contrary to [3] and to similar condi-
tions found in the literature, does not need a constraint qualification.
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2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper we make the following assumptions:
Y is a real linear topological space, y* its topological dual;
Pe Y is a convex cone wi th int P * VS I) ;
P*: = {y*EY* I <y*,y> 2:0 YyEP} is the polar cone of P.
P will be used as an ordering cone in Y, i.e., we define for arbitrary
1 2y ,y E Y:
I< 2
y -py
I 2
y < P Y
1 2
-y -y E-P,
_ yl _ y2 Eint(-P).
Given the ordering cone P ~n Y, a mapping F : C ~ Y, and a sub set SeC, we
consider the problem
(I) w-eff {F(x),P I x ES} .
By definition, XO is a solution of (I) iff XO E Sand there is no xE S such
that F(x) - F(xo) < P 0; XO is then said to be a weakZy efficient point of F
1 1over the feasible set S. Note that for Y = lR and P = lR+ the above problem CI)
reduces to the ordinary minimization problem
min {F(x) I xE S} •
In what foliows, we assume in particular that the feasible set S ~s of the
form
Sf := {x E C I f (t ,x) :::;0 Y t E T} ,
i.e., we consider
(2) w-eff {F(x),PlxEC,Ht,x):::;O YtET},
where
F : C ~ Y, f: TxC ~ lR ,
T is a topological space,
C is a sub set of a real linear topological space
(the latter two assumptions will be relaxed in the final section). The precise
assumptions to be made on T,C,F and f will be different with each section and
will be formulated as needed.
I) "int" denotes the topological interior of a set, "cl" the closure.
°x E cl CM for all
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For the present we give some more definitions. For a fixed element
°x ESf, we define
TO:= {tET I f(t,xo) =O},
° °Sf:={xEClf(t,x)<O YtET}.
Problem (2) will be called weakly regular in xO, iff S~ '*' f/J
Moreover, (2) will be called strongly regular in xe, iff
C
M
:= {x E C I f(t,x) < 0 Y tE M, F(x) - F(xo) < P O}'*' f/J implies
closed sets Mwith TOcMCT.
Recall that F : C -+ Y is called P-convex iff C ~s convex and
for all
1 2 1 .2
F(;>"x +(I-;>")x ) ~ p;>"F(x ) + (l-;>")F(x )
12x,x EC and all ;>"E[0,1]. Convexity is closely related to regularity,
as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let C be convex.
(i) 1£ f(t,.) is convex for all tE T,
(ii) 1£ f(t,.) is convex for all tE T
stronglyregular in xc.
°then (2) ~s weakly regular ~n x .
and F(.) is P-convex, then (2) is
Froof. From the convexity assumptions it follows
f(t,x2)~0 implies f(t,x) <0 for all xE [x
l
,x
2
),
212
implies F(x) -F(x ) <pO for all xE [x ,x).
1
tha t f ( t, x ) < 0 and
1 2
and F (x ) - F (x ) < P 0
q.e.d.
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3. The non-convex case
In this section we want to characterize a solution X
O
of (2) by the incon-
sistency of the system
(3) xE C, f (t ,x) < 0 V t E TO,
o
F(x)-F(x )<pO.
We assume in this section that
T is a compact set,
F ( .) : C -t Y and f ( • , .) : TxC -t lR are continuous mappings.
Theorem 1.
o 0
(i) Let (2) be weakly regular ~n x E Sf and Sf:l=0. 1£ (3) has no solution,
o
then x solves (2).
o 0
(ii) Let (2) be strongly regular ~n x E Sr 1£ x solves (2), then (3) has
no solution.
Proof.
(i) Assume, for contradiction, that X
O
does not solve (2). Then there exists
sE Sf with F(S) - F(xo) < p O. But weak regularity and the continuity of F imply
that we can find an element SOE S~ still satisfying F(so) - F(xo) < p 0, Le.,
SO is a solution of (3).
(ii) Assume, for contradiction, that s is a solution of (3). Then, s~nce TO
~s compact and f(.,S) is continuous, we can find a constant K>O such that
f (t, s) ::;- K < 0 V t E TO•
Let us set U:= {tET I f(t,S) <- I}' which implies in particular that TOeU.
The set T' U is again compact, and by the same argument as before we can find
a constant L > 0 such that
of(t,x )::;-L<O
Now s satisfies the inequalities
f(t,S)<O VtEclU,
oSince T e cl Ue T, strong regularity guarantees that .in any neighbourhood W
of xO there exists an element ~ EW such that
F(X;)-F(XO)<p O.
choose W in such a way that
VtEU,~EC,(4)
In view of the continuity of f(.,.) we can
o L
f(t,x
W
) - f(t,x )::;2 for all tE T' U, and hence
L
f (t ,x
W
) ::; - 2< 0 V t E T' u.
With (4), this contradicts xO being a solution of (2). q.e.d.
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4. Convex approximants
In this section we assume that, in addition to functions F: C~Y a:nd
f : TxC~ IR we are gi yen functions <P: C~ y and 4) : TxC~ IR such that the
following requirements are satisfied:
(5)
T is a compact set; C is a convex set;
<P( .) is P-convex, 4)(t, 0) ~s convex for all t E T;
4)( 0, x) is upper semicontinuous for all xE C;
<p(xo) = F(xo), 4)(t,xo) = f(t,xo) V t E T;
for all E;EC there exist Landau-functions °1(.) [O,l]~Y and
°
2
(0): [O,l]~IR such that for all AE [0,1]:
° ° . ° °F(x +A(E;-x ))::S;p<P(x + I..(E;-x ))+°
1
(1..),
° ° ° °f(t,x +A(E;-x )) ::S;4)(t,x +A(E;-x )) + 02(>..) V t E T.
Here °1(0) being a Landau-function means: for all neighbourhoods W of 0y
there exists 1..0>0 such that AE [O,Ao]~ol(A)EAW. Similarly for 02(.).
Let nbw be xo E Sc We want to consider the analogue of (3) with fand F
replaced by their convex approximants 4) and <P, ~.e.,
(6) xEC, 4)(t,x)<O VtETO, <P(x)-<P(xo) <pO.
As before, TO:= {t E T I f(t,xo) = O} = {t E T I 4)(t,xo) ~ O} is compact, Hnce
4)(.,xo) is upper semicontinuous. No topology on C is needed in this section.
Theorem 2. If XO solves (2), then (6) has no solution.
Froof. Assume that (6) has a solution E;, i.e.,
E; E C, 4)(t,O<O °VtET,
In v~ew of the compactness of T and the upper semicontinuity of 4)(.,~) there
exists a constant K> 0 such that
With U :=
4) (t, 0 ::s;- K V t E TO •
K
{tET 14)(t,~) <- 2} we obtain for some L>O that
°4)( t, x )::S; - L V t E T' U,
s~nce T' U iscompact ami disjoint from TO. Likewise
4)(t,O::S;M<oo VtET'U.
°For I..E (0, I] let us set xl.. := AE;+ (l-A)x . Then there exists Al > 0 such that
for all tE U it follows
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f(t,x
A
) ::;tp(t,X
A
) + °2(A)
o
::;Atp( t , FJ + CI - A)tp( t , x ) + O2 (A)
K
::; A. (- "2) + °2(A)
< 0 if AE (0, Al) •
Similarly there exists A2> 0 such that for all tE T' U we obtain
f(t,x
A
)::; A.M+ (I-A). (-L) + 02(A)
<0 ifAE(0,A2).
Furthermore, since Hs) - q>(xo) E int(-P), there exists a neighbourhood W of
0y such that <p(S) - q>(xo)+Wc int(-P). Then there exists A3> 0 such that
0
1
(A) E1-.Wif AE (0,,1..3). Consequently with
o 0F(x
A
) - F(x )::; P q>(X
A
)- q>(x ) + 01 (,I..)
o
::; P ,I.. (q>(~) - Mx » + 0 1 (A)
it follows for all ,I.. E (0, ,1..3) that
o 0F(xA)-F(x )EA(q>(~)-<p(x )+W)-P
c int(-P) - P = int(-P),
and hence
o
F (x
A
) - F (x ) < pO.
o
Altogether we have obtained that x does riot solve (2), a contradiction.
q.e.d.
Remark. If among the above assumptions we replace (5) by the following:
HX)::;pF(x) VxEC,
o
Stp:= {xE CI tp(t,x) <0
tp (t, x) ::;f (t, x)
o
VtET} *~,
VxEC, VtET,.
o
then the converse implication of theorem 2 is also true, Le., if :Je E Sf and if
(6) has no solution, then X
O
solves (~).
Indeed, if xO does not solve (2), then there exists ~ E C such that
and hence
Let ~oES~ ;then due to the convexity assumptions all xE [~o,~)
sufficiently close to ~ satisfy
tp(t,x) <0
o
V tET ,
o
q>(x) - Hx ) <1'0,
i.e., they solve (6), a contradiction.
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5. The convex case
From now on we shall utilize the polar cone P*, defined in Section 2. The
following lemma will be needed repeatedly; it is similar to [4, Thm. 5.13].
Lemma2. Let S be any convex set and let ~
solves
(7) w-eff {Hx),P I xE S}
oS~ Y be P-convex. Then x ES
if and only if there exists y* E p*, {O} such that
o<y*,~(x)-~(x »~O VxE S.
Proof. It can easily be seen that y*EP*'{O} implies <y*,y><O for all
yEint(-P). Hence, if <y*,~(x)-Hxo»~O for all xES, there exists no xES
such that Hx)-~(xo) < P 0, i.e., xO solves (7).
For the converse implication let XO solve (7) and set V := HS) _ ~(xo) + P.
V is a nonvoid convex set, and, since XO solves (7) and P + int P = int P,
one has Vn int(-P) = 0. Hence it follows from the weak separation theorem
that there exists y* Ey*, {O} such that
{
<O
<y*,y>
~o
v y E -P,
Vy EV.
The first inequality yields y* EP*. The second inequality yields then
o<y*, ~(x) -~ (x )> ~ sup <y*, y> = 0 Vx ES.
yE-P
q.e.d.
1£ ~ : C~ Y is P-convex and y* EP*, then the function <y*, ~(.» is easily
seen to be convex. We define 4l: C~ Y to be P-lower semicontinuous iff
<y*, 4l('» is lower. semicontinuous on C for all y* EP*.
In theremainder of this section we consider the problem
(8) w-eff {Hx),P I xE C, ep(t,x) ~ 0 VtE T}.
We assurne:
T ~s compact;
nC ~s a closed convex subset of lR ;
4l(') : C~Y is P-convex and P-lower semicontinuous;
ep(t,.) : C~ lR ~s convex and lower semicontinuous for all tE T;
ep(.,x) T~lR ~s upper semicontinuous for all xEC.
In analogy to our previous notation let us set
S :={xEClep(t,x)~O VtET},ep
and, for a fixed element XoE Sep'
TO := {t ET I ep(t,xo) = O}.
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In the following theorem solutions of (8) are characterized by the existence
of Lagrange-multipliers. The technique of proof is similar to [ 1, pp.90-100].
Theorem 3. Assume that
and only if there .exist a finite subset yOcT
O
with
and y*EP*'{O} such that
( 10)
(9)
{
for all finite subsets J' c TO there exists an element xE C such
that <p(t,x) <0 for all tE J.
Then XOE S solves (8) if
o <p. 0Ir l:::;n,ut~O (tEJ),
O:::;<y*,<I>(x)-<P(xo»+ L tlt<p(t,x) 'v'xEC.
tEJo
Froof. If (10) is satisfied with nonnegative numbers ut (tE yO), then
o 0
<y*,<I>(x)-<I>(x »~O for all xES<p. Hence, by lemma 2, x solves (8).
For the converse implication - in order to avoid trivial case distinctions -
1 h To t' 1 1 L t x
O E S solve (8). Bet us suppose t at con a1ns at east n e ements. e <p Y
lemma 2, there exists y* E p*, {O} such that X
O
is a solution of
min {<y*,<p(x» I xEC, <p(t,x):::;O 'v'tET},
1 nl 0a special case of weak efficiency with P = lR . With C := Cn {x E lR Ilx-x 11:::; p}+ p
for some p >0 and <p(O,x) := <y*, <p(x)-<I>(x
o
» it follows from theorem 2 that the
system
xE C ,
p
<p(t,x) < 0 'v' tE T
O
U {O}
has no solution; hence, for E:> 0, the system
xE C ,
p
<p(t,x) :::;- E: 'v' t E T
O U {O}
has no solution either. Since the sets {x E C I<p(t,x) :::;- d .are convex andp
compact for all tE TOU {O}, it follows from a theorem by Helly and König about
the intersection of closed convex sets over a compact subset of lR
n
[ 5] that
there exist t. E TOU {O} (i=I, ... ,n+l) such that the system
1
xE C ,
p
<p(t. ,x) :::;- E:..
1
(i=I, ... ,n+l)
has no solution. Hence max'_
1
1 <p(t.,x)~-E: 'v'xEC. By a result of
1- , ••• ,n+ 1 P I
Fan-Glicksberg-Hoffman [8, p.65] . there existsu E An+1 := {u E lR
n
+ I
n+IU~O, L I u. = I} such that
1= 1
n+1L 1 u.<P(t.,x)~-E:1= 1 1 .
'v'xEC.
P
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on+l
Hence with K := (T U {O}) the sets
n+l >L I u.<P(t.,x)_-E:
~= ~ ~
VxEC}
p
are nonempty for all E:> O. This implies at the same time that any finite collec-
tion of these sets F(E:) has nonempty intersection. Since the sets F(E:) are closed
and K x!I. 1 iscompact, the collection of all F(E:) with E:> 0 has nonempty inter-n+
section. Now from (tl, ... ,tn+1,u1, ... ,un+1)E 11E:>0F(E:) follows, since
- o. -
<p(t.,x ) = 0 and the functions <p(t.,.) are convex, that~ ~
n+1 - -L 1 u. <p( t. ,x) ~ 0
~= ~ ~
VxE C.
Due to assumption (9) this implies that OE {t1, ... ,tn+1}, and that one of the
multipliers u. corresponding to t.=O must be positive. Altogether we have obtain-
~ ~
- - 0 - - -ed t
1
, .•• ,t ET and u .>0, u1 ~O, ... , u ~O such thatnon
n
u <p(O,x) + L ui<P(ti ,x)~ 0 V xE C.
o i=1
Since we may normalize (U
O
,U1' ... ,Un) such that uo 1, this is the desired result.
q.e.d.
Assumption (9) is commonly termed a constraint qualification.
Let us specialize theorem 3 to the case
nC= JR, 4>(x) :=Ax, <p(t,x) :=<a(t),X>+b(t),
where
A: IRn~ Y is a Continuous linear mapping,
a : T~ IRn and b : T ~ JR are both continuous.
Then problem (8) becomes
(11 )
nw-eff {Ax,P I xEJR , <a(t),X>+b(t)::;O VtET},
and condition (10) becomes
0::; <y* ,Ax_Axo> + L u «a(t),X> + b (t»
tEYo t
V xE JRn.
Since yOcTO and hence <a(t),xo>+b(t) =0 . VtE JO, this ~s equivalent to
o = <y*,AX> + L u <a(t),X>
tE:ro t
n
VxEJR,i.e.,
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O=A*y*+ 2: u a(t),ro t .tE
whereA*: Y*-+JRn ~s the adjoint of A. Making use of Caratheodory's Theorem
(that every point of the convex conical hull of a set Be JRn can be represen-
ted as a nonnegative linear combination of at most n elements of B), we can
then specialize theorem 3 as folIows:
(12)
Let (9) hold. Then XO ES solves (11) if and only if
<.P 0 2)
OE A*(P*' (O}) + conv cone (a(t) I tE T }
1£ Y = JRm P = p* = JRm this yields theorem 6.3 in [3 ]. The usefulness of (12), +'
as a necessary condition for a solution of (11) is somewhat limited,
since its validityrequires a constraint qualification, finite-dimensionality
of the underlying space, and continuous dependence on t. In the next section
we shall get rid of these limitations.
2) "conv cone" denotes the convex conical hull.
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6. Elimination of the constraint qualification
In this section we want to characterize weakly efficient points 1n a more
general setting and without need for a.constraint qualification. First we
consider the linear case, 1.e.,
(13) w-eff {Ax,P I xEX, <a(t)*,x>+b(t)~O VtET},
where we assume:
T is an arbitrary set;
X is a linear topological space; X*, its topological dual, is
equipped with the weak*-topology;
A: X-+Y is a continuous linear mapping with A*: Y*-+X*its adjoint;
a(t)* EX* and b(t) E 1R for all tE T.
Let us recall that, for BcX*, E;*is an element of the weak*-closure of B
if and only if for all finite subsets X cX and for all E >0 there exis ts
x* EB such that
S 15 the set of feasible solutions of (13).
<P
I<E;*,X>-<x*,x>I~ E: VxEX.
Theorem 4. XoE SlP 1S a solution of (13) if and only if there exists
y* Ep*" {O}such that
(14) (OX*,O)E (A*y*,<y*,-Ax
o» + cl r,
where r := conv cone {(a(t)*,b(t))1 tE T}cX* x 1R.
Proof. Let xO be a solution of (13); then, by lemma2, there exists
y* Ep*" {O}such that the system
(15) <a (t) * , t;>+ b ( t) ~ 0 V t E T ,
o
<y*,At;-Ax> < 0
has no solution. Assume now that (14) does not hold for this particular
choice of y*. Then the point (_A*y*,<y*,AXo» is disjoint from the closed
convex cone cl r. By the strong separation theorem, and since X* is pro-
vided with the weak*-topology, there exists (x,r) EXx 1R (i.e., a continu-
ous linear functional on x* x 1R), such that
o
-<A*y*,X>+<y*,Ax >'r > 0,
<a ( t) * ,x> + b ( t) •r ~ 0 V t E T.
In case r> 0 we obtain that
- 12 -
-1 0
<y* ,A(r x-x» < 0,
-1
<a ( t) * , r x> + b ( t) ~ 0 V t E T,
f -1. 1. () .and there are !; : = r x ~s a so ut~on of 15. In case r ~ 0 we obta~n, s~nce
o
r'«a(t)*,x >+b(t))~O, that
o
<y*,A(x~rx » < 0,
o
<a(t)*,x-rx >~ 0 Vt E T,
d h fo o. 1. ()an t ere are !; : = x + x - rx ~s a so ut~on of 15. In both cases we have
obtained a contradiction. Hence (14) must be satisfied.
Assurne now that (14) holds. Let X c:X be a finite subset and £ > O. Then it
follows from (14), since X* is provided with the weak*-topology, that there
exists (x*, r) Ersuch that
1-<A*y*,X> -<x*,X> I ~ % Vx EX,
o £
l<y*,Ax >- r I ~ 2'
and hence
<y* ,Ax0> ~ <y* ,AX>+ <x* , x> + r + £ Vx EX.
Taking in to account that (x*, r) E r has a representation
(x*,r) = L v (a(t)*,b(t)),
tEY t
Vt~O (tEY)
with same finite subset r c:T, it follows that
(16) <y*,Axo>~<y*,AX>+ L v «a(t)*,X>+b(t)) + £ VxEX.
tEJ t
Choosing ~n particular X = {x}, where xE S , we obtain from (16) thattp
o
<y* ,Ax > ~ <y* ,AX>+ £.
o
Since £>0 was arbitrary, it follows that <y*,Ax-Ax >~O for all xE Stp' In
view of lemma 2, xO solves (13). q.e.d.
In the proof of theorem 4 we have established that from (14) follows (16).
Moreover, if Y=:IR1, P = P* = :IR:, then y* E p*, {O} may be normalized to y* = 1.
Combining these two observations we obtain the followingcorollary to theorem 4,
where c* E X*.
Cürüllary. If X
Ü
solves
(17) m~n {<c*,x>lxEX,<a(t)*,X>+b(t)~O VtET},
then für all finite subsets ~ c: X and für all £ > 0 there exist a finite subset
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.re T and v t ~ 0 (t Er) such that
<c * , x0> ::;;<c* , x> + L v t «a ( t) * , x> + b ( t)) + e: Vx EX.
tEJ'
Now we consider the convex case, ~.e., we consider the problem
(18) w-eff {Hx),P I xEC,tP(t,x)::;;O VtET},
where we assume:
T ~s an arbitrary set;
C ~s a convex set (in some real linear space);
41(') : C...•Y is P,-convex;
tP(t, .) : C...•1R ~s convex for all t E T.
8 denotes the set of feasible points of (18).
tP
Theorem 5. XO E 8
tP
~s a solution of (18) if and only if there exists
y* E p* {O} such that for all finite subsets )E e C and for all e: > 0
there exist a finite subset JeT and Vt~O (tE J) satisfying
(19) <y*,4I(xo»::;;<y*,4I(x»+ L. vttP(t,x) + e: VxE ~.
_tEj
Froof. 1£ (19) holds, then <y*,4I(x)-4I(xo»~O for all xE 8 ; hence it
o tP
follows from lemma 2 that x solves (18).
Conversely, let XO be a solution of (18). Then, by lemma 2, there exists
y* E p* {O} such that
o
<y*,Hx)-4I(x »~O VxE 8tP.
With the abbreviation ~(x) := <y*,4I(x» this means that x
O
solves
(20) m~n {~(x)lxE C,tP<t,x)::;;O V tE T}.
Now let ?( be an arbi trary
we may assume that X
O
EX.
n+1
u:= (u ,u1, ••• ,u )ElRo n
finite subset of C. Without loss of generality
o I n80 le t ~: = {x , x , ••• , x }. With
we consider the following problem:
(21 ) mn
n ,...., i n+ I
{ L u. Hx ) I u E lR
i=O ~
n .~
L u.tP(t,x ) ::;;0
i=O ~
VtET,
n
u. ~ 0 (i =0, . •• ,n) , LU. - 1 = 0 } •
~ i=O ~
o
In view of our convexity assumptions, and since x solves (20), it is easily
• . 0 n+1ver~hed that u : = (1,0, ••. ,0) E 1R sol ves (21). If we replace the equali ty
Here we have used the fact that
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constraint by two inequalities, (21) has the same structure as (17). Hence
we may apply the corollary. For this purpose let 1t be a finite subset of
JRn+1 and £ >0. Then it follows from the corollary that there exist a finite
subset r eT and multipliers v ~ 0 (t Er), ].I. ~ 0 (i=O, •.• ,n) and v E JR such
t ~
that
n. n . n n
"'0 "'~ ~Hx):::; .L: u.1>(x)+ .L: v (.L: u.tp(t,x ))- .L: ].I.u.+v(.L: u.-I)+£
O ~ Er t . 0 ~ . 0 ~ ~ . 0 ~.~= t ~= ~= ~=
VuE1.L.
n .0-,. ~ '" 0.L: u. Hx ) = 1>(x ). Choosing ~n particular
i=O ~
i n+l.for 1L the set of all unit vectors e E lR (~=O,I ... ,n) we obtain in turn
. .
'" 0 '" ~ ~Hx ):::;Hx)+ .L: Vt~(t,x )-].1.+£
tET ~
(i =0, 1, ••• , n) ,
and Hnce ].I. ~ 0 (i=O, I, •.. ,n), this is the desired resul t~
q.e.d.
Wecannot maintain ~n theorem 5 that Y eTo := {t ET I <.p(t,xo) =O}, but
setting x := XO in the last line of the proof we obtain the bounds
o- £:::; .L: v <.p( t, x ):::;O.
tE'J t
If T is finite, the closure in (14) can be omitted, since r as a finitely
genera ted convex cone in aseparated space is then already closed. If we
apply (14) in this strengthened form in the proof above, it follows that
for T finite theorem 5 even holds true with £ =O.
Theorems 4 and 5 improve upon previous results in [7 ] and [9].
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